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To His Excellency the Governor, and the Honorable Council of
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.

The agent for discharged convicts would respectfully submit
the following report of his doings for the year ending September
30th, 1850.

The whole number of prisoners who were discharged from
the Massachusetts State prison during the year, was one hun-
dred and eighteen : one hundred and eight by expiration of sen-
tence, and ten by remission of sentence by the Executive.

The whole number who claimed the attention of the agent
was one hundred and fourteen. Twelve of these were what
are termed at the prison “second comers” and three were
“ third comers.” Of the fifteen last named, six had called upon
the agent at the time of a previous discharge, three for employ-
ment in the city, and three to be sent to their friends in other
parts of the State.

About fifty of the whole number who applied, were assisted
by the agent to leave the city, some of them to engage in em-
ployment procured for them before their departure, but the
greater number to go to their friends in other parts of the State,
or in other states. Many of them were furnished with articles
of clothing, some with a night’s lodging and with food.

About twenty-five of the applications were for board, cloth-
ing and employment, nine were for employment alone, eighteen
were for clothing alone, twelve were for board and clothing.
Twenty-eight were furnished with board merely, and twelve
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with tools. All received the best advice in the power of the
agent to give, and the assistance as far as possible, which the
unnumbered wants of men so circumstanced demanded.

The agent endeavors to keep himself informed, as far as pos-
sible, in relation to the conduct of these men, but many of those
who go a distance from the city are lost sight of entirely'.
Those who remain in this vicinity are frequently seen, an eye
is kept upon them, an interest is felt for their welfare, and many
of them resort to the agent, in their trials and difficulties, for
sympathy and advice.

A very large majority of the hundred and fourteen are sup-
posed to be at large at this lime; six it is known were returned
to the Massachusetts State prison before the close of the year
1850. A few have been arrested for minor offences and been
fined or sent for short periods to the houses of correction.

The agent is continually called upon for advice and various
kinds of assistance, by individuals discharged from the State
prison at former periods. It would be difficult to describe all
the modes in which his services are required.

He is also applied to by who come from the houses of
correction in our State, who need and receive substantially the
same kind of help which is bestowed upon convicts from the
State prison. They are frequently far more abject and destitute
than the latter.

Again, the assistance of the agent is sought by wanderers
from prisons in other states, who have perhaps learned, while
within the walls of those prisons, of the efforts made here fox-
persons in like condition with themselves, and being “ stran-
gers in a strange land,” they venture to make application in
their own behalf. Some remarkable instances have occurred
in regard to such, which would go far to establish the usefulness
of an agency of this kind.

It is proper to remark, however, that the pecuniary aid af-
forded to the two last mentioned classes of persons, is drawn
from the treasury of the Boston Society for aiding discharged
convicts.

It may be well to notice some of the obstacles which retard
the success of this agency. There are some which arise from
causes personal to the convicts, others which are the result of
circumstances under which they find themselves placed.
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In regard to the first, not to mention the mental or moral in-
capacities, either natural or induced by imprisonment, it will
be sufficient to allude to one great hindrance which many ex-
perience who desire to live honestly and industriously; that
is, the want of a trade, or of adequate skill in some of the de-
partments of mechanical business to ensure success in their
efforts to obtain a livelihood.

It is sometimes erroneously supposed that nearly all who
leave the prison are masters of some trade, and competent to
engage at once in profitable labor, and ofcourse need but little as-
sistance. But this is not found to be true. Very few who are sent
to prison are believed to have previously acquired trades, which
fact may be the reason why many get there. A large number
of the prisoners are employed at stone-cutting. Those who
have long terms of service, sometimes become good workmen,
that is, they are able to do their work well, but. seldom, it is be-
lieved, to execute with rapidity; but a majority of those who
have endeavored to continue in the business after leaving the
prison, are found to be incapable of working with advantage to
themselves or their employers. The best of them stand a poor
chance with those who have thoroughly learned the business
outside. This was particularly true in the case of a man who
worked twelve years in the prison, and was considered one of
the best of workmen. *

In the brush-making department it is the same or worse.
Men who have been employed its that for years in the prison,
find after they come out that they are unable to earn a living,
as the division of labor in this business in the prison is so dif-
ferent from what is practised elsewhere, that the branches with
which they are familiar are of no use, or are performed by fe-
males.

One of the six mentioned as having been returned to the
prison, on his discharge, found himself in this predicament,—
after having worked for three years in the brush-shop. He was
reported to the agent as a good workman, and was commended
for his good conduct. Every exertion was made by himself
and the agent to get work at the same business. When, at last,
temporary employment was given him by one kindly disposed,
from a knowledge of his circumstances, his behavior was such
as to gain the approbation of his employer. When this onl}
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chance connected with this business which could be found
in the State, failed, he was discouraged, and probably in his
desperation was induced to commit the offence which has con-
signed him again for a long period to the State prison. So that
very few are benefited, as far as a trade is concerned, in this
department.

It is different in the cabinet and upholstery business, —a large
number of the prisoners are engaged in these pursuits, and in
wood carving and varnishing; many of them are able, after
leaving the prison, to support themselves honestly, and are al-
most always sure of obtaining employment.

In the blacksmith shop, those who become tool sharpeners,
which is the main business, have little trouble in getting a good
living outside, except during the winter months, when there is
little or no stone cutting.

finite, a large number of the prisoners are employed as wai-
ters, runners in the various shops, sweeps, &c. <fcc. ; such of
course return to the world with no better qualifications for ob-
taining a livelihood than they had before their imprisonment.

There is another circumstance which operates unfavorably
in regard to the well doing of discharged convicts, and for
which they are in no degree responsible. It is a matter, how-
ever, which is believed to admit of a remedy. A large number
of the prisoners, if not a large majority, are discharged during
the fall and winter months, at a time when business of all
kinds is contracted to its narrowest limits, and when many of
the branches, most in demand for this class of persons, are
closed.

This is not only the case with those whose terms of sentence
expire at this season, but also with those who are favored with
executive clemency. There are reasons why this is so, but the
subject is mentioned because it is thought to be one of great im-
portance, and one which should be brought to the notice of
those who have the power of regulating it.

If it could be so arranged that a large majority of the prison-
ers should leave in the spring or summer months and but few in
the winter, it would enable many to go directly into the coun-
try, to obtain employment at a distance from the scenes of their
disgrace, and not as now, compel them to herd together, without
employment, in a city full of temptations, and full also of snares
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set by cunning rogues, who, looking upon them as “prison
birds,” use them as tools in accomplishing their schemes, and
in case of exposure, leave them to suffer, while they contrive to
escape. It would also afford them an opportunity to get a fair
start in life, all the channels of business being open, and labor
in demand,—thus some preparation could be made in anticipa-
tion of the approaching dull season. There are a multitude of
ways then open for obtaining an honest support, which are
closed in the winter.

The agent is still of the opinion expressed in his last annual
report, that the act of the Legislature, requiring the warden of
the State prison to pay over to the agent for discharged con-
victs, to be expended by him for their benefit, the sums of money
formerly given to the convicts themselves, is not calculated to
promote the best interests of those men. In many cases, the
money and nothing else is needed, and no person could expend
the amount for them so advantageously as they could themselves.
In other cases the reverse is true. If the matter was left dis-
cretionary with the warden to give the money, or, as now, to
send them to the agent to have it expended, perhaps the good
effects of the law above mentioned might be secured and the
evil results avoided.

The whole amount expended within the knowledge of the
agent, under this act, for the year, was four hundred and eleven
dollars.

The only purposes for which tiie agent is allowed to spend
money at the charge of the Commonwealth, are for board,
clothing and tools, to be furnished to the discharged convicts
when the necessity of the case requires it; board, while he is
awaiting his employment; clothing, when the inclemency of
the weather at his discharge, or the peculiarity of his health, re-
quire that some addition, such as an overcoat, be made to the
dress with which he is furnished on leaving the prison; tools,
when he must be the possessor of some implement, as a neces-
sary condition of his being taken into employment, which is fre-
quently the case. And, the sum of three hundred dollars is the
whole annual fund, furnished by the State, from which all these
wants are supplied. A most rigid and laborious economy, aided
by money from the society before named, alone enables the
agent to discharge this part of his duty. Then, there is otllcc
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rent and expenses lo be paid, (for the law requires an office to
be kept in Boston or Charlestown) and the business of the
agency demands it too, but no money is furnished for the pur-
pose. There is correspondence required by law, and by the ne-
cessity of the case, in order to the procurement of places and
employment for the men—but, the law allows nothing for sta-
tionery or postage. The men have to be forwarded hither and
thither, to their places when procured; but the law allows the
agent no money to pay their fare and expenses. And were it
not for the aid of the society the work would utterly fail.

The duties of the agency demand the constant labor and mo-
nopolize the time of the agent. But, here again, three hundred
dollars is all the State allows for his compensation. This is
the same amount which the law gave at first, when his duties,
as fixed by the act, were fewer, and when the whole scheme
was an experiment. And were it not for the same foreign aid
there could be no agent sustained. 1 low long the benevolent
persons who have furnished the funds of that society will con-
tinue to perform the same office, is wholly conjectural. And
the agent mentions these facts in order that it may be consid-
ered whether the peremptory expenses of an agency, recognized
by the law as needful to the Commonwealth, should not be fur-
nished by the law and not left to be met by private charity.
The annual sum which the agent is obliged to spend, assuming
the number and situation of the prisoners discharged to be
about the same as during the year past, is not far from six hun-
dred dollars, observing a rigid economy.

The little sum received from the warden for each convict, it
was supposed, at the time that its disbursement was given to
the agent (almost two years since) would materially aid the
general object of the agency. This to some, but a very limited,
extent is true; —but, it is not true to the extent anticipated on
the part of the committee of the Legislature who proposed it.
For, first, the money thus appropriated by the warden averages
much less than that committee’s estimate. Second, this money
is frequently required to supply some little needs or comforts,
which can hardly be enumerated, but are none the less pressing,
outside of the range of disbursements which the agent is allowed
to make, or wishes to be allowed to make, at the State’s ex-
pense. There must be a little margin to almost everything.
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And in this case the agent believes that the sum which the
warden at his discretion may give to or for the prisoner, should
be dealt with and considered (as it has formerly been) as a
kind of extra or privileged gift, the expenditure of which should
not be controlled by law any farther than that, in the warden’s
discretion, it may be committed to the agent. If the warden
thinks the money should be given, either with or without the
supervision of the agent, or not given at all, his discretion will,
doubtless, in the long run, do better than any fixed or rigid rule.
He may now give nothing, or anything less than five dollars,
to each man. If the pecuniary changes the agent has sug-
gested should be made, the warden’s discretion to give, will not
be altered in any way, save in the single matter of deciding
whether he will or will not commit the disbursement of it to
the agent.

The undersigned would respectfully refer to his suggestions
in his last annual report, touching several topics interesting to
the agency, but now omitted ; and begs leave to say that in re-
lation to them his views remain the same, and have been con-
firmed by additional experience and observation.

AUGUSTINE C, TAFT

Agent for Discharged Convicts
Boston. Dec. 31. 1850.




